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A CONTINUUM OF PUBLISHING 
OPPORTUNITIES
THE PURDUE UNIVERSITY LIBRARIES 
PUBLISHING DIVISION






EVOLUTION OF THE DIVISION




Purdue University Press Scholarly Publishing Services
Editorial
• Copyediting – $$
• Typesetting – $$ 
• Indexing – $$ 
• Proofreading – $$ 
• Figure redrawing – $$ 
• DOI generation – $$ 
Production (based on 8.5 x 11-inch format)
• Color printing (with paperback cover) – $$ 
• Color printing (with hardback [no jacket] 
cover) – $$ 
• Black and white printing (with hardback 
cover) – $$ 
• Shipping – $$ 
Hosting/Open Access Dissemination Services
• Purdue e-Pubs hosting platform – Free
• Indexing of Purdue e-Pubs materials in 
Google Scholar – Free 
• Automatic monthly COUNTER download 
report for editor(s) and contributors – Free
• Peer review management system – Free
• Author communication/notification tools –
Free
• Manuscript management system – Free
• Readership activity map – Free
Project Management Fee – 20-25%
BENEFITS OF COLLABORATION
Working with the Press
Benefit from foundational knowledge
Benefit of Press relationships and/or experience (e.g., vendors)
Experience in marketing
Working with Scholarly Publishing Services
Capability to create innovative solutions
Increasing dissemination and access
Acquisitions source - symbiotic relationship 
CHALLENGES
Acceptance
Acceptance from other university presses
Acceptance from other academic libraries
Shifts in Culture
Internally
Recognition of PULPD vs. traditional players or models
Externally
Acceptance from publishers and libraries
OPPORTUNITIES






Go-to campus experts on publishing and dissemination
WHERE ARE WE GOING?
Increasing Symbiotic Relationship
View of PULPD from campus stakeholders
Knowing the trees, understanding the forest 
Validity
Uniqueness




Serving the spectrum of scholarly communication needs at Purdue 
THANK YOU
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